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Part 2 examines the application of copyright law in cyberspace. Part 3 focuses on specific library applications,
for example, liability for content provided on the Internet, distance education, licensing, and writing a copyright
policy.Authoritative and useful works for librarians about the Internet and copyright require that the authors
have the legal knowledge, library experience, and technical expertise necessary to interpret the complicated
material governing intellectual property and its use in the electronic environment.Note: Citations are based on
reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and fields of interest or
study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher, institution or
organization should be applied.You just clipped your first slide! Clipping is a handy way to collect important
slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store your clips.You've been
floating through cyberspace wondering if you are using and dispensing information legally. Worry, no more!
Now, you have the answers at your fingertips. Written in an easy-to-understand question-and-answer format,
this handbook provides the guidelines you need without confusing technical jargon and legalese. Topics covered
include: hyoerlinks and framing, browsing and caching ...Authoritative and useful works for librarians about the
Internet and copyright require that the authors have the legal knowledge, library experience, and technical
expertise necessary to interpret the complicated material governing intellectual property and its use in the
electronic environment.COPYRIGHT IN CYBERSPACE: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR
LIBRARIANS. Gretchen McCord Hoffmann. New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, Inc., 2001. ISBN 1-55570410-7. 264 pp. This is a book that every librarian should read, from interlibrary loan librarian, to reference
librarian, to web designer, to library director. Up until recently, for many of us,QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1. For some laboratory processes in my institution there is a reading list which staff must show they have read
before undertaking a process. Can copies of these articles be obtained (either from the library’s own collections
or on Interloan) and be storedDo you want to remove all your recent searches? All recent searches will be
deletedThe third edition (July 2013) includes 204 Questions & Answers and 131 pages. The second edition
(June 2011) included 155 Questions & Answers and 95 pages. The first edition (December 2008) included 87
Questions & Answers and 52 pages.

